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Evaluating long-duration blast loads on steel columns using computational
fluid dynamics

Jack W. Dennya and Simon K. Clubleyb

aFaculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK; bSchool of Architecture, Building and Civil
Engineering, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK

ABSTRACT
Long-duration blasts are typically defined by positive pressure durations exceeding 100ms. Such blasts
can generate dynamic pressures (blast winds) capable of exerting damaging drag loads on compara-
tively slender structural components such as columns. With limited drag coefficient availability for spe-
cific structural geometries, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be the only satisfactory approach
for analysing blast loading on user-specified, finite geometries. The ability to analyse long-duration
blasts with commercially available CFD programmes is still not confidently offered, with no prior stud-
ies examining the accuracy of modelling interaction with relatively much smaller, finite geometries.
This paper presents a comparative investigation between numerical and experimental results to assess
the predictive capacity of inviscid Eulerian CFD as a method for calculating long-duration blast drag
loading on finite cross-sectional geometries. Full-scale long-duration blast experiments successfully
measured surface pressure–time histories on a steel I-section column aligned at four orientations.
Calculated pressure–time histories on exposed geometry surfaces demonstrated good agreement
although reduced accuracy and under-prediction occurred on shielded surfaces manifesting as overes-
timated net loading. This study provides new understanding and awareness of the numerical capabil-
ity and limitations of using CFD to calculate long-duration blast loads on intricate geometries.
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1. Introduction

Long-duration blast waves are typically defined by positive
pressure durations over 100ms, developing in later stages of
shock wave propagation i.e. in the ‘far field’ from the source
of detonation (Denny & Clubley, 2019; Johns & Clubley,
2016). Blast waves reaching this later stage of propagation with
sufficient energy to cause structural damage are characteristic
of large-scale explosive events. In the modern world, these are
commonly caused by hydrocarbon vapour cloud explosions at
petrochemical facilities due to the nature in which volatile
hydrocarbons are stored, equating to large amounts of poten-
tial energy. Notable recent examples include the 2005
‘Buncefield Disaster’, exhibiting an estimated TNT equivalence
of 105–250T (Atkinson & Cusco, 2011; Steel Construction
Institute, 2009). Other causes include the detonation of volatile
industrial chemicals, particularly at processing and storage
facilities. For example, the 2013 West Texas fertiliser plant
explosion in which a fire caused the detonation of 30T of
ammonium nitrate caused a blast with an estimated 12.5T
TNT equivalence (U.S. Chemical Safety Board, 2013). The
prevalence of such accidents highlights a growing need to be
able to accurately model the loading and subsequent response
of structures to long-duration blasts.

Long-duration blasts are extremely powerful, generating
substantial impulse and non-trivial dynamic pressures.

Importantly, long pressure durations enable greater kinetic
mobilisation of air particles behind the blast front, thereby
generating dynamic pressures (blast winds) capable of exert-
ing significant drag loads on slender structural elements
such as columns. Structures and their constituent members
can be subjected to blast waves from various angles of inci-
dence depending on the location of detonation; this may
arise in industrial operations where volatile, explosive mate-
rials are confined to certain areas of a facility.

Correctly characterising blast loading exerted on struc-
tural elements is essential for deriving reliable structural
response solutions. When long-duration blasts interact with
comparatively slender structural elements such as individual
columns, the diffraction loading phase is reduced to a short-
duration spike of reflected pressure as the blast envelops the
column, followed by loading due to flow of the displaced air
i.e. drag loading (Denny, 2017; Denny & Clubley, 2019).
This is due to rapid equalisation of blast overpressures asso-
ciated with the small section dimensions in comparison to
blast wavelength (Denny, 2017; Denny & Clubley, 2019).
Column elements are therefore ‘drag-sensitive’ where trans-
lational drag loading resulting from dynamic pressures has a
predominant effect. Characterising time varying blast loads
on respective surfaces of structural elements can be very
complex, particularly when considering different angles of
incidence. Drag loading is directly proportional to the
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dynamic pressure regime and influenced by the structural
geometry and orientation. The density and viscosity of the
air flowing around the section has a direct effect on the
drag forces exerted in conjunction with complex aero-
dynamic and boundary layer effects such as flow separation
and wake. Given inherent complexity, engineers opt to sim-
plify and expedite the calculation of translational drag load-
ing on a structure by employing drag coefficients, which
approximate all these factors within a single modifier. In the
majority of cases, drag coefficients are case dependent and
determined experimentally. The concept of modifying the
product of dynamic pressure and projected area by a dimen-
sionless drag coefficient, CD, has been universally adopted
in blast design guidance and literature (Krauthammer, 2008;
Mays & Smith, 1995; Smith & Hetherington, 1994; US
Department of Defense (DoD), 2008). The resulting drag
force, FX(t), exerted on a body with respect to time is
related to the incident dynamic pressure q(t), the projected
area normal to the blast wind direction, AX and the drag
coefficient, CD:

FX tð Þ ¼ CD:AX:q tð Þ (1)

While there has been considerable prior research into
characterising clearing and blast interaction with finite
structures and columns (Ballantyne, Whittaker, Dargush, &
Aref, 2010; Rigby et al., 2014; Shi, Hao, & Li, 2007), these
studies concentrate on short-duration blasts for which drag
loading is relatively inconsequential. As a result, the preva-
lence of blast drag coefficients in open literature is limited,
particularly when considering specific finite geometries such
as structural I-sections. Proposed drag coefficients in litera-
ture also demonstrate inconsistency and are typically single
values lacking provision for different angles of incidence;
therefore, it is simply unknown how to characterise drag
loading for different orientations.

In such cases where simplified empirical methods are
rendered unusable, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
may be the only satisfactory approach available for calculat-
ing blast interaction and loading on user-specified geome-
tries. CFD is a well-established numerical method utilising
the physical equations of fluid dynamics to simulate the
propagation of fluid flow through a domain and around
objects. Blast waves are characterised by a pulse of com-
pressed air travelling through a given medium and can

therefore be modelled using CFD. Fluid dynamics are the
fundamental physical equations underpinning CFD and are
based on the continuity, momentum and energy equations,
collectively known as the Navier–Stokes equations
(Anderson, 2009; Mays & Smith, 1995; Smith &
Hetherington, 1994). A particular case exists when the fluid
is assumed to be ‘inviscid’ (i.e. an ideal fluid, in which kine-
matic and dynamic viscosity, l and � are zero, and thus the
fluid is incapable of developing shear stresses) and no heat
conduction exists (Mays & Smith, 1995). Inviscid flows
might arise where the Reynolds number, Re, is high (Craft,
2010). The governing equations for an unsteady, three-
dimensional, compressible inviscid flow are obtained by
dropping the viscous terms of the Navier–Stokes equations,
giving rise to the Euler equations which represent the con-
servation of mass (continuity), momentum and energy
(Equations 2–4) (Anderson, 2009):

Conservation of mass: (non-conservative form)

Dq
Dt

þ qr:~V ¼ 0 (2)

Conservation of momentum: (non-conservative form)
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Conservation of energy: (non-conservative form)
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where q is the fluid density, V is the fluid velocity, p is the
fluid pressure, e is the internal energy per unit mass of the
fluid, _q is the rate of volumetric heat addition per unit
mass, fx,y,z as the component body force per unit mass act-
ing on the fluid element, D/Dt is the derivative with respect

Figure 1. ABT, MOD Shoeburyness, UK (Clubley 2013).
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to time and @/@x, @/@y and @/@z are the partial derivatives
with respect to three-dimensional space.

At present, commercially available CFD programmes or
‘hydrocodes’ with shock wave modelling capabilities are based

on solving the inviscid Euler equations. Such inviscid flow
assumptions are appropriate for high-speed external flows
around streamlined bodies or ‘free-stream’ flows at sufficient
distance from a body (Craft, 2010). Shock wave propagation in
air is therefore considered an inviscid problem and solution of
the Euler equations provides adequate approximation (Mays &
Smith, 1995). Inviscid flows neglect viscous shear stresses and
are often assumed irrotational (i.e. no vorticity), although such
approximation and assumptions are not valid within boundary
layers or wake regions (Craft, 2010). Schraml and Hisley
(1995) investigated the accuracy of both inviscid Euler and full
Navier–Stokes flow solvers to model short-duration blast inter-
action with a 2-D square target with comparison to experi-
mental measurements performed inside a shock tube. Results
of the study demonstrated that the inviscid solver was less
accurate than the viscous (Navier–Stokes) flow solver at resolv-
ing pressure histories on the side surfaces of the square target
during the drag phase (Schraml & Hisley, 1995).

While viscous Navier–Stokes solvers have potential to
resolve complex aerodynamic effects pertaining to the drag
phase, no such commercial codes that confidently offer shock
wave modelling are openly available. Commercially available
hydrocodes with blast modelling capabilities remain based on
the inviscid Euler equations such as Air3D (Rose, 2006) and
ANSYS Autodyn (Century Dynamics, 2011). With the major-
ity of contemporary blast research concentrated on short-dur-
ation explosions where drag loading is inconsequential, such
inviscid Euler solvers are adequate and have demonstrated

Table 1. I-section column specimen properties.

Column section UKC 203� 203� 46

Experimental concept 8 Endevco 8515C-50 surface-mounted pressure
transducers measure multi-axis

blast interaction
Steel grade S275
Second moment of area (cm4) Iyy ¼ 4568 Izz ¼ 1548
Column total height (cm) 300

Figure 4. (a) Circular base plate. (b) Endevco 8515C-50 surface pressure
transducers.

Figure 2. Multi-axis loading angle and surface pressure gauge number-
ing convention.

Figure 3. Cantilever I-section configuration in the ABT viewed upstream for the
30� I-section orientation.
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satisfactory agreement in prior studies (Ballantyne, Whittaker,
Aref, & Dargush, 2009; Ballantyne et al., 2010; Chapman,
Rose, & Smith, 1995; Remennikov & Rose, 2005; Sherkar,
Whittaker, & Aref, 2010). However, no prior studies have
assessed the accuracy and reliability of Eulerian CFD for mod-
elling long-duration blast interaction with small, intricate geo-
metries where drag loading is non-trivial.

Modelling long-duration blasts with CFD is still not reliably
offered. Such blasts inherently involve long positive pressure
durations (tþ >100ms), large wavelengths and standoff distan-
ces which readily give rise to unmanageable solution domains,
impractical simulation times and extensive computational
resource. The challenging spatial scale of the problem is exa-
cerbated when attempting to model interaction with much
smaller, intricate geometries that require high resolution mesh.
In such cases, careful employment of a mesh-rezoning tech-
nique is essential to address the relative spatial scales and man-
age the associated computational expense.

This paper presents a comparative investigation between
numerical simulations and experimental results to assess the
capability of Eulerian CFD analysis to characterise long-dur-
ation blast drag loading on a relatively small I-section geom-
etry from different angles of incidence. Blast loading on I-
shape geometries presents a particularly challenging scen-
ario, giving rise to complex blast interaction due to axis sen-
sitivity and finite geometric features (web and flanges). In
the absence of verified drag coefficients for I-sections or
provision for multi-axis interaction, Eulerian CFD analysis
is evaluated as a potential tool for calculating long-duration
blast drag loading on finite geometries.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Experimental methodology

Constructed in 1964, the Air Blast Tunnel (ABT) is one of
few facilities in the world capable of examining the

structural response to long-duration blast waves (Figure 1).
At approximately 200m long, the tunnel has two main test
sections: a 4.9m diameter and 10.2m diameter. The ABT is
capable of generating blast waves with long-duration charac-
teristics; a peak overpressure of pi � 55 kPa and positive
phase duration of tþ � 155ms are attainable at maximum
power in the 10.2m section. A driver charge is located in a
1.8m diameter section and the long increasing diameter of
the tunnel effectively re-shapes the blast into a substantially
longer wavelength with characteristics of a near-planar long-
duration, Mach stem pulse. The exhaust of the tunnel is
equipped with a rarefaction wave eliminator which assists in
the reduction of unwanted reflections in the upstream direc-
tion (Figure 1). For each experiment, blast waves with con-
sistent parameters were sought at maximum power inside
the 10.2m section. Through re-shaping the propagating
shock wave, a blast is achieved with TNT equivalence of
approximately 200 T at a 200m stand-off distance when cal-
culated via the Kingery and Bulmash predictive polynomial
equations (Kingery & Bulmash, 1984).

Four long-duration blast trials were conducted using the
ABT to investigate and quantify the influence of angle of
incidence on resultant blast loading of a 3.00m steel UKC
203� 203� 46 I-section column (Table 1). Four angles of
incidence were investigated by aligning the column at orien-
tations of 0�, 30�, 60� and 90� to the experimental blast
propagation inside the ABT (Figure 2). The column was
fixed to the ground in a cantilever configuration and
designed to respond with minimal elastic response, allowing
repeat firings of the same section at different orientations
(Figure 3). A bespoke adjustable base plate design provided
a fully fixed support condition that allowed the section to
be rotated in situ between trials to achieve the specified ori-
entations (Figure 4). The I-section was instrumented with
eight Endevco 8515C-50 pressure transducers secured to the
centre point of each surface at mid-height to measure blast

Figure 5. Plan view schematic of the trial configuration for the 0� I-section orientation.
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interaction and pressures exerted on respective column sur-
faces (Figures 2 and 4). The incident blast environment was
measured using Endevco 8510-50 static overpressure gauges
and Kulite-20D dynamic pressure gauges to record peak
overpressures, specific impulse and positive phase durations
for the free-field environment (Figure 5).

2.2. Incident blast environment

Static and dynamic pressure–time histories were measured
inside the ABT at a location 2.00m adjacent to the column
section to assess the incident blast environment and trial
repeatability. Recorded static and dynamic pressure–time
histories were characteristic of a Friedlander exponential
decay blast wave although some non-ideal discontinuities
were observed throughout the positive phase duration
(Figure 6). This phenomena occurred for all four trials and
can also be seen in archival pressure data for the ABT

operating at maximum power, indicating this pattern is
characteristic of the ABT performance envelope (Clough,
2016; Clubley, 2014).

Static overpressures recorded over the four trials demon-
strated good agreement and successfully represented the
design blast conditions. A mean peak incident static over-
pressure value of pi¼58.7 kPa was recorded across the four
trials (Table 2). A mean positive phase duration of
tþ¼154.3ms and mean positive phase total impulse of
Ii¼3370 kPa.ms were recorded respectively (Table 2).

Figure 6. (a) Static overpressure-time history and cumulative impulse (Trials 1–4). (b) Dynamic overpressure–time history and cumulative impulse (Trials 1–4).

Table 2. Incident blast environment—static overpressure parameters.

Incident blast overpressure
parameters Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Mean

Peak incident overpressure,
pi (kPa)

59.1 58.4 58.6 58.5 58.7

Positive phase duration, tþ (ms) 154.2 154.8 152.6 155.6 154.3
Positive phase incident

impulse, Ii (kPa.ms)
3377 3387 3327 3389 3370

STRUCTURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING 5



Standard deviations for incident static overpressure and total
impulse were small across the four trials with values repre-
senting only 0.46% and 0.75% of the mean, respectively,
indicating a blast environment with good repeatability
(Table 3a).

Peak dynamic pressures demonstrated good consistency
with a mean value of 9.0 kPa (Table 4) and a small standard
deviation representing 0.92% of the mean over the four tri-
als (Table 3b). A mean dynamic impulse of Iq¼463 kPa.ms
was calculated with a standard deviation equivalent to 4.26%
of the mean (Table 3b). This shows that a higher degree of
variance occurred throughout the four trials, indicating
dynamic pressures behind the shockwave are difficult to
control under experimental conditions. Overall, the incident
blast environment demonstrated good repeatability and it is
acceptable to assume that the I-section column was sub-
jected to effectively consistent incident blast conditions.

2.3. I-section blast interaction

For each I-section orientation examined, eight pressure
transducers recorded pressure–time histories at the centre
point of each surface of the UKC 203� 203� 46 I-section.
Analysis of these pressure–time histories quantified respect-
ive surface impulses as a function of I-section orientation to
the blast. Total impulses on each surface were calculated by
integrating respective pressure–time histories over the posi-
tive phase duration and plotted as a function of I-section
orientation in Figure 7 with incident total impulse overlaid
for reference.

Surface impulses vary considerably with I-section orienta-
tion to the blast (Figure 7), influenced by both relative
exposure of a particular surface to the blast and the pres-
ence of aerodynamic effects. Exposed surfaces exhibited the
highest impulse; a maximum value was observed for the
front flange (surface 1) at the 0� orientation and surfaces 3,
5 and 7 at the 90� orientation (Figure 7). Exposed surfaces
measured total impulses exceeding the free-field incident
impulse (Figure 7). For less exposed or ‘shielded’ surfaces,
total impulses fall below the incident value (Figure 7).
Surfaces 2, 4, 6 and 8 were comparably shielded throughout

orientations 0�–90� with total impulse values consistently
below that of the incident blast wave (Figure 7).
Collectively, these four shielded surfaces experienced min-
imum impulse at the 30� orientation (Figure 7), approxi-
mately 500 kPa.ms less than the free-field. This indicates a
high degree of shielding where aerodynamic effects such as
flow separation and turbulence manifest as reduced stagna-
tion pressures on these surfaces.

At an orientation of 60�, the impulse exerted on the rear-
facing flange (surface 8) continues to decrease to a min-
imum value while the shielded surfaces’ (2, 4 and 6)
impulses gradually increase, indicating reduced shielding
effects at this angle. At the 90� orientation, impulses for sur-
faces 2, 4 and 6 continue to increase to the order of
3210–3260 kPa.ms, comparable to an incident impulse
(3389 kPa.ms). These relatively higher impulse values dem-
onstrate that despite being shielded from the blast, reduced
aerodynamic effects produce larger stagnation pressures
loading rear surfaces. Analysis has demonstrated that surface
impulses are greatly influenced by both relative exposure to
the blast wave and the aerodynamic interaction with the
section geometry features.

2.4. I-section net loading

Net force–time histories exerted on the entire column were
calculated as a function of I-section orientation by multiply-
ing respective surface pressure–time histories by their corre-
sponding projected areas and resolved in the blast direction.
As drag loading is predominant, pressures exerted on the
column surfaces are resolved in the blast direction (consist-
ent with the transient blast winds) for each orientation. Net
force–time histories take account of respective I-section sur-
face projected areas at each orientation and represent the
resultant total loading with respect to time, FX(t) exerted on
the column in the blast X-direction (Figure 8). Integrated
net force–time histories with respect to time are overlaid,
presenting the cumulative and total net impulse, IX, exerted
on the column as a function of orientation (Figure 8). Peak
instantaneous forces on the column at each orientation
exhibited similar values representing the rapid blast diffrac-
tion stage, although subsequent drag loading varied in mag-
nitude (Figure 8). Higher transient drag loading was exerted
on the column at orientations of 30� and 60� to the blast, as
visible in the net force–time plots in Figure 8b, c. Total net
impulse, IX, accumulated over the positive phase duration is
displayed as a function of section orientation in Figure 9.
Similar net blast loading was exerted on the column at the

Table 3. Incident blast wave variation through trials 1–4.

Trials Gauge

Mean values (�X) Standard deviation (r)

pi (kPa) tþ (ms) Ii (kPa.ms) pi (kPa) tþ (ms) Ii (kPa.ms) pi (% of �X ) tþ (% of �X ) Ii (% of �X )

(a) Static overpressure
1–4 PI(L) 58.7 154.3 3370 0.3 1.093 25.3 0.46% 0.71% 0.75%

Mean values (�X) Standard deviation (r)

Trials Gauge q (kPa) tq
þ (ms) Iq (kPa ms) q (kPa) tq

þ (ms) Iq (kPa ms) q (% of �X ) tq
þ (% of �X ) Iq (% of �X )

(b) Dynamic pressure
1-4 PD(L) 9.0 317.1 463 0.1 22.2 19.7 0.92% 7.00% 4.26%

Table 4. Incident blast environment—dynamic pressure parameters.

Incident dynamic pressure parameters Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Mean

Peak dynamic pressure, q (kPa) 9.1 9.0 9.1 8.9 9.0
Positive phase duration, tq

þ (ms) 286.1 337.2 305.9 339.0 317.1.0
Positive phase dynamic

impulse, Iq (kPa.ms)
438 484 450 480 463
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orthogonal 0� and 90� orientations with total impulses of
415 and 423 kN.ms, respectively (Figure 9).

Noticeably higher loading was exerted on the I-section at
oblique orientations of 30� and 60�, demonstrated by higher
total impulses, IX (Figure 9). Maximum I-section loading
occurred at the 60� orientation with a total impulse of
IX¼662 kN.ms, 60% and 56% higher than the column orien-
tated at 0� and 90� respectively (Figure 9). The second high-
est loading occurred at the 30� orientation with a total
impulse of IX¼567 kN.ms, slightly less than the column ori-
entated at 60�. The 30� column orientation resulted in 36%
higher total net impulse than at 0� which can be attributed
to the section’s increased projected area to the blast, which
also increased by 36%. The 60� orientation gave rise to
higher loading than at 30� with a total impulse increase of
17% (IX¼662 kN.ms) and raised loading rates (steeper
cumulative impulse gradient) despite the same projected
area. By consideration of individual surface impulse, higher
loading at the 60� orientation can be attributed to a lower
restoring impulse on rear shielded surfaces at this orienta-
tion (Figure 7). Effectively, the geometry features at 60�

causes the rear web (surface 4) to attain a much lower
impulse than the exposed web (surface 5), thus generating
relatively high net loading (Figure 7). The 60� I-section

orientation is therefore relatively more bluff than the other
orientations, generating higher drag loading.

Overall, a non-symmetrical variation in total impulse
with I-section orientation was observed, demonstrating that
section aerodynamics are non-trivial and net loading on the
column is not simply a function of projected area to the
blast. These experimental results and analysis confirm that
I-section orientation with respect to the blast has noticeable
influence on net total loading exerted on a column.

3. Numerical modelling

3.1. Numerical methodology

Inviscid Eulerian CFD analyses were used to calculate sur-
face pressure–time histories on respective I-section surfaces
at the four axes corresponding to the experimental trials.
ANSYS Autodyn (Century Dynamics, 2011) was utilised to
perform CFD analyses primarily due to its domain
‘rezoning’ capabilities. Importantly, this managed computa-
tional expense by allowing a locally high-resolution mesh to
be defined within a larger coarse mesh, suitable for repre-
senting the I-section geometry. Numerical modelling was
performed in two main stages. Firstly, a one-dimensional

Figure 7. Surface total impulse variation with I-section orientation.
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(1D) CFD analysis of a spherical free-air explosion to gener-
ate a long-duration blast wave with blast parameters equiva-
lent to the experimental incident conditions. Secondly, two-
dimensional (2D) inviscid Eulerian CFD analyses were inte-
grated by ‘remapping’ the incident blast wave (from the
prior 1D analysis) to propagate at specified angles across the
domain to interact with an I-section geometry correspond-
ing to the experiments. Surface pressure gauges assigned to
the I-shape geometry measured pressure–time histories for
comparison to experimental results.

One-dimensional (1D) CFD analysis of a spherical deton-
ation of an explosive charge was performed to generate a
numerical blast wave equivalent to the incident experimental
blast conditions measured inside the ABT adjacent to the
column. Long-duration blast characteristics inside the ABT
were achieved by tunnel confinement of the propagating
shock resulting from the detonation of a relatively small
explosive charge. The incident experimental blast was

Figure 8. Net force–time histories and cumulative impulse exerted on I-section in blast X-direction. (a) 0� Resultant X-force–time history. (b) 30� Resultant X-
force–time history. (c) 60� Resultant X-force–time history. (d) 90� Resultant X-force–time history.

Figure 9. Calculated net total impulses exerted in X-direction on I-section at
different orientations.
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simulated numerically by modelling an assumed spherical
free-air explosion of a certain explosive charge mass and
standoff distance that generated equivalent blast wave
parameters (Figure 10a, b).

Detonation of a spherical TNT charge and subsequent
blast wave propagation in air was modelled using a radially
symmetric one-dimensional (1D) wedge domain, represent-
ing radial shock propagation for an assumed spherical
explosion. A sphere of TNT material was assigned at the
apex of the wedge domain containing atmospheric air ele-
ments, such that the explosion and resulting shockwave
propagate toward the open end (Figure 10c). The open end
was assigned with an outflow boundary condition to allow
air to exit after being accelerated by the shock wave.
Explosive TNT material was modelled using the
Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) equation of state (Lee, Hornig, &
Kury, 1968) and air was modelled as an ideal gas with an
ambient pressure of 101.33 kPa by specifying an internal
energy of 2.068� 105 mJ/mm3. Initial temperature, density
and adiabatic constant (specific heat ratio) ! of air cells
were set to 288 �K (15 �C), 1.225mg/cm3 and 1.4 respect-
ively. The multi-material Euler-Godunov solver was used to
model both the detonation of explosive material and subse-
quent shock wave propagation through air.

To replicate the experimental blast environment, a
numerical blast wave with peak overpressure of pi � 58 kPa,
positive phase duration of tþ � 155ms and total impulse of
Ii � 3380 kPa.ms was sought. Calculations based on the
empirical work of Kingery and Bulmash (1984) were used
to approximate the required TNT charge mass and standoff
distance. Initial estimates suggested a detonation of 200 T
TNT at a 200 m standoff, although this resulted in a numer-
ical blast wave with underestimated total impulse and posi-
tive phase duration. Overestimation of incident total
impulse using spreadsheets based on empirical blast parame-
ters has similarly been noted in the works of Rigby et al.
(2014). Bogosian, Ferritto, and Shi (2002) and Tabatabaei,
Volz, Baird, Gliha, and Keener (2013) also found total inci-
dent impulses predicted using such empirical equations to
be 15% and up to 40% higher respectively than found in
experimental trials. This suggests that empirical spreadsheet
tools are inherently conservative for incident impulse pre-
dictions, although they are still useful as an initial calibra-
tion tool.

The standoff distance and charge mass were subsequently
raised to increase the positive phase duration and associated

impulse of the numerical blast wave. A pressure gauge was
defined within the wedge domain at the specified standoff
distance to monitor agreement with the experiments (Figure
10d). Using an iterative process, a charge mass of 268 T and
standoff distance of 220m was found to generate incident
blast wave parameters consistent with those measured in the
experimental ABT environment. CFD analysis was per-
formed until the shock front propagated to the required
standoff distance and then saved as a remap (.FIL) file to be
utilised as initial conditions for subsequent 2D analyses.

Sensitivity studies were performed to assess the effect of
mesh resolution (cell size) on the blast wave parameters
measured at a standoff distance of 220m from the deton-
ation. Accuracy of the numerical blast wave was assessed in
terms of agreement to the experimental blast incident over-
pressure, total incident impulse and positive phase duration.
Different numbers of cells ranging from 250 to 30,000 cells
(cell sizes ranging 8.3 to 1000mm) were tested to investigate
the influence on the resulting blast parameters. For com-
parison, dashed black lines in Figure 11a–c represent the
respective values measured experimentally. Blast wave peak
incident overpressure (Figure 11a), total impulse (Figure
11b) and positive phase duration (Figure 11c) were meas-
ured by the model gauge point and plotted against the total
number of cells within the 1D wedge domain. A wedge
domain comprising 25,000 10 mm cells was specified as it
demonstrated convergence and good agreement to experi-
mental incident blast parameters (Figure 11).

Two-dimensional (2D) CFD analyses were conducted to
analyse blast interaction with the I-section geometry. This
was an acceptable simplification as experimental pressure
measurements on the I-section column were determined
under near-planar blast conditions, thus uniform loading
along the column height was assumed. Preliminary model-
ling identified that the planar domain had to accommodate
the entire blast wavelength before and after the rigid cross-
section. Transmissive ‘flow out’ boundary conditions were
assigned to all sides to prevent reflection and ensure the
interaction of a single, incident blast wave with the I-section
geometry. These boundary conditions were not entirely effi-
cient, with some localised reflection occurring at the domain
sides. Dimensions of the 2D domain were therefore defined
sufficiently large to prevent any boundary perturbations
from interfering with regions of interest, particularly for the
oblique axes blast propagation. Informed by sensitivity stud-
ies, the 2D domain was defined with dimensions of

Figure 10. Modelling the ABT incident long-duration blast environment to the ABT assuming a spherical free-air detonation.
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200m� 200m comprising 1 million cells to achieve max-
imum accuracy at manageable computational expense.

Utilising mesh rezoning, a 5 mm cell size was specified at
the centre of the 2D domain to represent the I-section
geometry (Figure 12). Exact representation of the UKC
203� 203� 46 geometry would require accuracy to the
nearest tenth of a millimetre (0.1mm) to fully define intri-
cate features such as corner radii, resulting in unreasonable
simulation times and computational demand. As a result, a
5 mm mesh resolution represented a compromise while

maintaining the correct geometry side lengths. The I-section
geometry was defined using void cells within the domain to
represent the I-section geometry tested in experimental trials
(Figure 12). Reflective boundaries were assigned to void cells
at geometric edges, thus defining a rigid I-section within the
modelling domain. This is an acceptable assumption due to
minimal elastic response observed in the experimental trials,
therefore fluid–structure interaction effects were negligible.
Pressure monitoring points were positioned in air cells adja-
cent to the centre point of each cross-sectional edge to
record surface pressure–time histories, corresponding to
experimental surface pressure transducers (Figure 12).
Additional pressure monitoring points were specified 2.00m
from the column geometry to record the local incident free-
field blast parameters consistent with the experimen-
tal setup.

Remap locations were positioned relative to the column
geometry to create the desired angle of incidence, while
maintaining the overall required stand-off distance (Figure
12). Coordinate positions of 1D remap locations relative to
the column cross section were determined using trigono-
metric relations to satisfy the specified standoff distance and
the angle of incidence for blast propagation across the pla-
nar domain. The square planar domain was defined and
filled with air modelled as an ideal gas. A single material,
Euler Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) solver was adopted
as only the blast wave (air) itself required modelling. The
Euler FCT solver has the advantage of being fast, efficient
and specifically developed for blast applications (Børvik,
Hanssen, Langseth, & Olovsson, 2009; Fairlie, 1998).

Blast waves from previous 1D analyses were remapped
into the 2D domain and simulated for a duration of
t¼ 170ms allowing the blast to propagate and interact with
the I-section geometry for the full positive phase duration.
Pressure data were recorded at increments of 0.2ms, suffi-
ciently resolving overpressure histories while maintaining
manageable data storage. Simulation run times varied for
different orientations simulated, although typically required
46 CPU hours and �10GB RAM.

3.2. Numerical modelling results & discussion

Numerical incident overpressure–time histories demonstrate
good agreement with experimental data with respect to peak
overpressure, positive phase duration and total impulse
(Figure 13). Incident blast peak overpressure demonstrated
reasonable agreement with experimental data, within 1.0%
on average for the four experimental orientations modelled
(Table 5a). Cumulative incident impulse calculated by the
model also showed reasonable agreement to experimental
trials, shown plotted in Figure 13. Total incident impulse
calculated by the CFD models was slightly higher than
experimental results with an average discrepancy of 1.4%
across the four trials, representing a typical impulse error of
�40 kPa.ms (Table 5b). Less agreement was observed for a
60� orientation equating to a total impulse discrepancy of
91.4 kPa.ms and percentage error of 2.7% (Table 5b). This
was caused by a comparably lower incident impulse

Figure 11. CFD mesh sensitivity study results.
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measured in Trial 2, an example of minor experimental
variance. Results from CFD show that a well-resolved inci-
dent blast wave consistent with the experiments
was modelled.

Surface overpressure–time histories calculated by CFD
models were integrated over the positive phase duration to
calculate total surface impulse (Table 6, Figure 14). Despite
a well-replicated incident blast wave, agreement between the
CFD and experimental results varied considerably, depend-
ing on the surface and I-section orientation considered.
Surface impulse discrepancies between CFD models and
experimental results appear to correlate with surface

exposure to the blast. For the purpose of the analysis,
‘exposed’ or ‘shielded’ I-section surfaces are defined by total
impulses either exceeding or below the incident value,
shown in Figure 14a, b, respectively.

Total impulses on exposed surfaces 1, 3, 5 and 7 demon-
strated comparably better agreement between the models
and experimental results, particularly for orientations greater
than 30� (Figure 14a). Analyses calculated surface total
impulses with good agreement to experiments for surfaces
3, 5 and 7 across all orientations investigated, with mean
absolute percentage errors of 3.5%, 1.8% and 2.8%, respect-
ively (Table 6). As an example, pressure–time histories and
cumulative impulse curves for surface 1 at the 60� I-section
orientation displayed good agreement with the model,
under-predicting experimental total impulse by 0.9% (Figure
15a and Table 6). Shielded surfaces, measuring total
impulses less than incident, collectively demonstrated
reduced agreement (Figure 14b). Total impulse discrepancies
between the CFD model and experiments were generally
larger for shielded surfaces 2, 4, 6 and 8, with mean absolute
percentage errors of 5.9%, 5.2%, 5.6% and 12.8%, respect-
ively, for the four orientations investigated (Figure 14b and
Table 6). This suggests that Eulerian hydrocodes are less
reliable at calculating pressure–time histories (and total
impulse) on shielded surfaces for an intricate geometry.

The largest discrepancies between CFD models and
experimental data consistently occurred at surface 8, with a
mean absolute percentage error of 12.8% across four orien-
tations (Figure 14b and Table 6). Models consistently calcu-
lated lower total impulse on surface 8 than measured in
experiments by the order of 200–500 kPa.ms depending on
orientation, representing percentage errors of 8.4%–17.5%

Figure 12. 2D domain setup and 1D remap locations to achieve multi-axis blast interaction.

Figure 13. Incident overpressure–time histories and cumulative impulse:
Experiment & CFD model.
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(Table 6). Reduced agreement occurred for surface 8 at the
30� orientation where models under-predicted total impulse
by 496 kPa.ms (–17.5%). Overpressure–time histories and
cumulative impulse curves calculated by models and corre-
sponding experimental measurements for surface 8 at the
30� I-section orientation are shown in Figure 15b. While
peak overpressure and positive phase durations show rea-
sonable agreement, stagnation pressure histories beyond
shockwave arrival results in relatively large cumulative and
total impulse discrepancies (Figure 15b). Distorted, oscillat-
ing stagnation pressure profiles indicate the turbulent nature
of the time-varying flow field in this location, characteristic
of aerodynamic processes including shedding vortices, flow
separation and low-pressure wake regions. The CFD model
generally underestimated stagnation pressures, illustrated by
diverging cumulative impulse curves beyond t¼ 50ms in
Figure 15b.

Discrepancies between the models and experimental
measurements appear to be governed not only by shielding
(relative surface exposure), but also the presence of time-
varying aerodynamic processes. Surface 4 at the 90� I-sec-
tion orientation for example, represents a fully shielded
rear-facing surface where peak overpressure, positive phase
duration and total impulses exhibit reasonable agreement
between the model and experiments (Figure 15c). In this
case, the model underestimated surface total impulse by
114.3 kPa.ms (–3.6%), representing a relatively small error
by comparison (Table 6). Relatively better agreement for
surface 4 at the 90� orientation in comparison to surface 8
at the oblique 30� orientation may therefore be attributed to
reduced flow separation and wake. Such aerodynamic effects

are not well simulated in the model, symptomatic of the
underpinning inviscid Euler solver.

Surface 6 presents further evidence that demonstrate the
capability of Eulerian CFD to resolve stagnation pressure his-
tories on shielded surfaces and the influence of aerodynamic
processes. The model under-predicted total impulse by
380 kPa.ms (–13.3%) for surface 6 at the 30� orientation (Table
6). For this case, the model overpressure–time history exhibited
an oscillating pressure profile generally below the measured
experimental stagnation pressures, resulting in diverging cumu-
lative impulse curves throughout the positive phase duration
(Figure 15d). These results further indicate that inviscid
Eulerian analysis cannot reliably simulate transient surface stag-
nation pressures beyond the initial arrival of the shock wave.
Improved agreement was observed for the same surface at the
60� orientation, both in terms of stagnation pressure profiles
and total impulse discrepancy (Table 6 and Figure 15e).
Agreement for the 60� orientation underlines that aerodynamic
processes such as flow separation, turbulence and low-pressure
wake regions influence accuracy and reliability of the numerical
model as both cases represent shielded scenarios. Without con-
sideration of advanced aerodynamics, it is likely that flow separ-
ation originating at the top of the front flange at the 30�

orientation shelters rear internal surfaces within a region of
low-pressure wake that cannot be accurately simulated using an
inviscid solver.

Analysis of model results has demonstrated that CFD can
reliably simulate surface pressure histories on exposed surfa-
ces of a finite cross-sectional geometry subjected to a long-
duration blast. For surfaces directly exposed to blast, total
impulse error between the numerical models and

Table 5. Experimental and CFD model incident blast wave parameters.

(a) Peak incident blast overpressure.

Peak Incident Overpressure, pi (kPa)

0� (Trial 1) 30� (Trial 2) 60� (Trial 3) 90� (Trial 4) Mean

Experiment 59.1 58.4 58.6 58.5 58.7
CFD Model 58.0 59.4 58.6 58.2 58.6
% Error �1.9% 1.7% 0.0% �0.5% 1.0%

(b) Total incident impulse.

Incident Total Impulse, Ii (kPa.ms)

0� (Trial 1) 30� (Trial 2) 60� (Trial 3) 90� (Trial 4) Mean
Experiment 3377 3387 3327 3389 3370
CFD Model 3418 3414 3418 3421 3418
% Error 1.2% 0.8% 2.7% 0.9% 1.4%

Table 6. Experimental and CFD model results: total impulse.

Pressure gauge location

Total Impulse (kPa.ms)

Mean %
Error (Surface)

0� 30� 60� 90�

Experiment CFD Error Experiment CFD Error Experiment CFD Error Experiment CFD Error

Incident 3377 3418 1.2% 3387 3414 0.8% 3327 3418 2.7% 3389 3421 0.9% 1.4%
Surface 1 3958 3845 –2.9% 3842 3727 –3.0% 3454 3423 –0.9% 2961 2748 –7.2% 3.5%
Surface 2 3070 3153 2.7% 2975 2629 –11.7% 3042 2920 –4.0% 3258 3083 –5.4% 5.9%
Surface 3 3019 2803 –7.1% 3589 3452 –3.8% 3882 3837 –1.2% 3944 3875 –1.8% 3.5%
Surface 4 3001 3065 2.1% 2832 2478 –12.5% 2925 2844 –2.8% 3209 3095 –3.6% 5.2%
Surface 5 2961 2997 1.2% 3485 3340 –4.2% 3868 3845 –0.6% 3928 3881 –1.2% 1.8%
Surface 6 3019 3154 4.5% 2861 2481 –13.3% 2965 2934 –1.0% 3389 3421 0.9% 5.6%
Surface 7 3010 2793 –7.2% 3566 3466 –2.8% 3853 3853 0.0% 2961 2748 –7.2% 2.8%
Surface 8 3230 2873 –11.1% 2886 2382 –17.5% 2767 2368 –14.4% 3258 3083 �5.4% 12.8%
Mean % Error
(across orientations)

4.5% 7.7% 3.1% 3.7%
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experiments was under 3.5% on average throughout all ori-
entations investigated (Table 6). From analysis and compari-
son of experimental results, numerical discrepancies
correlated with less-exposed, ‘shielded’ surfaces for the ori-
entations investigated. With closer inspection of specific sur-
faces, larger discrepancies occurred in locations where flow
separation, turbulence and wake regions give rise to signifi-
cant influence. For these cases, models exhibited less accur-
acy due to incorrectly resolving complex aerodynamic flows,
limited by the underpinning inviscid flow solver and
absence of a turbulence model.

Surface pressure–time histories calculated by the hydro-
code were multiplied by respective projected surface areas

and resolved in the blast X-direction to calculate net force–-
time plots and cumulative X-impulse exerted on the I-sec-
tion geometry (Figure 16). Experimental net force–time
plots and cumulative impulse curves are overlaid for com-
parison (Figure 16). Calculated net force–time histories vis-
ibly exceed those measured in experiments for I-section
orientations of 30� and 60� (Figure 16b, c). Cumulative net
impulse curves also exhibit steeper gradients for these orien-
tations indicating that CFD analysis calculates a higher rate
of net loading on the column geometry than measured in
the experiments (Figure 16b, c). These cumulative impulse
curves deviate from the experimental curves resulting in
higher total impulse over the positive phase duration.

Figure 14. Surface total impulses measured experimentally and calculated by CFD models.
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Figure 15. Comparative experimental and CFD model surface pressure–time histories. (a) Surface 1—60� . (b) Surface 8—30� . (c) Surface 4—90� . (d) Surface 6—
30� . (e) Surface 6—60� .
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Models of the orthogonal I-section orientations (0� and 90�)
demonstrate comparably better agreement in terms of
cumulative impulse curves although these also exhibited
noticeable deviation from experimental results at a later
time during the positive phase (t> 100ms) (Figure 16a, d).
This indicates that resultant loading exerted on I-sections
aligned at 0� and 90� can be reasonably calculated using
CFD analysis for approximately the first 100ms of blast
interaction.

Total net impulses accumulated over the positive phase
duration (t¼taþ150ms) were plotted in Figure 17 and tabu-
lated in Table 7. For all orientations, net total impulse cal-
culated using CFD analysis exceed experimental results with
large discrepancies except for the 90� orientation (Figure
17). At I-section orientations of 0� and 30�, net total

impulse calculated by analysis exceeded experimental values
by 170 kN.ms (40.9%) and 356 kN.ms (62.3%), respectively
(Table 7). Overall and importantly to note, hydrodynamic
analyses over-predicted total and cumulative resultant
impulse loading on the I-section geometry.

4. Conclusions

Inviscid Eulerian CFD modelling was performed to calculate
blast loading exerted on a rigid I-section geometry at varied
angles of incidence corresponding to four long-duration
blast experiments. Localised mesh re-zoning and remapping
techniques were employed to manage the challenging spatial
scales pertaining to small intricate geometries and the large
wavelengths inherent to long-duration blast problems.

Figure 16. Net force–time histories and cumulative impulse: experimental results vs. CFD models. (a) 0� Resultant X-Force. (b) 30� Resultant X-Force. (c) 60�
Resultant X-Force. (d) 90� Resultant X-Force.
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Results of numerical models were compared to new experi-
mental measurements to assess the predictive capacity of
inviscid Eulerian CFD as a tool for calculating long-duration
blast drag loading on intricate cross-sectional geometries.

Numerical incident blast waves demonstrated good agree-
ment with experimental trials in terms of peak overpressure,
positive phase duration and total impulse. CFD models cal-
culated blast pressures with good experimental agreement
for geometric surfaces directly exposed to the shockwave,
demonstrating good predictive capacity towards calculating
stagnation pressure–time histories on exposed finite geom-
etry surfaces. CFD models generally underestimated stagna-
tion pressures and impulses on shielded, rear-facing
geometry surfaces despite the numerical incident blast wave
exhibiting good agreement to the experimental environment.
Reduced agreement occurred at oblique, bluff I-section ori-
entations where shielded surfaces were susceptible to com-
plex aerodynamic processes such as flow separation, low-
pressure wake regions and vorticity. These discrepancies
were attributed to unresolvable aerodynamic processes lim-
ited by the inviscid Eulerian solver and absence of a numer-
ical turbulence model. Underestimation of stagnation
pressures on rear-facing, shielded geometry surfaces mani-
fested as overestimated resultant loading, notably exceeding
experimental results. Resultant blast loading was most sig-
nificantly overestimated by analyses at bluff, oblique I-

section orientations where complex aerodynamic effects
were predominant.

Importantly, this study provides new awareness of the
capability and limitations of inviscid hydrocodes for long-
duration blast loads on finite geometries where drag loading
is predominant. Improved accuracy of numerical blast load-
ing analyses may be addressed by employing viscous
Navier–Stokes solvers and turbulence models capable of
resolving complex aerodynamic flow and boundary layer
effects. No analysis platforms with shock wave modelling
capabilities are openly available at present that can practic-
ally or reliably resolve these complex effects, particularly at
the large spatial and temporal scales inherent to long-dur-
ation blasts. Increasingly sophisticated models will naturally
require further computational expense and resource, which
may not be practical for modelling long-duration blast prob-
lems. Results of this study indicate that Eulerian CFD analy-
ses tend to overpredict net loading on finite geometries
when long-duration blast interaction and resulting drag
loading is of concern. When used as the basis for structural
response calculations, this study suggests that Eulerian CFD
analyses provide conservative loading calculations, although
reduced accuracy can be expected where complex aero-
dynamic processes have significant influence.
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